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Title – Seasons in Paradise
Author – Barbara Cameron
Call Number – LPF CAMERON
Book Description Rose Anna Zook has watched her two older sisters marry two Stoltzfus men and has always
thought she and John, the third Stoltzfus brother, would marry, make a home together, have
children. But John has other ideas. He’s enjoying his Rumschpringe in the Englisch world a little
too much and isn’t interested in returning to the Amish community — especially to marry. Rose
Anna is determined to bring her man back into the Amish fold. John is equally determined to live
his life free and unencumbered. Who will win this battle of wills? Will love prevail?

Title – Twelve Days of Christmas
Author – Debbie Macomber
Call Number – LPF MACOMBER
Book Description Friendly and bubbly, Julia Padden likes nearly everyone, but her standoffish neighbor, Cain
Maddox, presents a particular challenge. No matter how hard she’s tried to be nice, Cain rudely
rebuffs her at every turn, preferring to keep to himself. But when Julia catches Cain stealing her
newspaper from the lobby of their apartment building, that’s the last straw. She’s going to break
through Cain’s Scrooge-like exterior the only way she knows how: by killing him with kindness.
To track her progress, Julia starts a blog called The Twelve Days of Christmas. Her first attempts
to humanize Cain are far from successful. Julia brings him homemade Christmas treats and the
disagreeable grinch won’t even accept them. Meanwhile, Julie’s blog becomes an online
sensation, as an astonishing number of people start following her adventures. Julia continues to
find ways to express kindness and, little by little, chips away at Cain’s gruff façade to reveal the
caring man underneath. Unbelievably, Julia feels herself falling for Cain — and she suspects that
he may be falling for her as well. But as the popularity of her blog continues to grow, Julia must
decide if telling Cain the truth about having chronicled their relationship to the rest of the world
is worth risking their chance at love.

Title - Missing

Author – James Patterson
Call Number – LPF PATTERSON
Book Description Craig Gisto has promised Eliza Moss that his elite team at Private Sydney will investigate the
disappearance of her father. After all, as CEO of a high-profile research company, Eric Moss
shouldn't be difficult to find.
Except it's not just the man who's gone missing. Despite the most advanced technology at their
disposal, they find every trace of him has vanished too.
And they aren't the only ones on the hunt. Powerful figures want Moss to stay "lost," while
others just as ruthlessly want him found.
Meanwhile, a routine background check becomes a frantic race to find a stolen baby and catch a
brutal killer - a killer Private may well have sent straight to the victim's door . . .

Title – A Tapestry of Hope
Author – Tracie Peterson
Call Number – LPF PETERSON
Book Description Tapestry of Hope weaves together the heartrending and hope-building stories of two young
women. Jasmine Wainwright is the sheltered daughter of a Mississippi plantation owner. When
her father strikes a deal to sell his cotton to Lowell mills through businessman Bradley Houston,
he throws an arranged marriage with Jasmine into the bargain. Kiara O'Neill and her brother
escape starvation in Ireland by traveling to America as Bradley Houston's indentured servants.
But Bradley has more in mind for Kiara than she wants to imagine. Both women suffer in the
home of this unloving husband and merciless master. Will God somehow bring hope to their
lives?

Title – Glass Sea
Author – Anita Shreve
Call Number – LPF SHREVE
Book Description -

The year is 1929 and Honora Beecher and her husband, Sexton, are just settling into a new
marriage and a cottage on the coast of New Hampshire. While Honora fixes up the derelict house
and searches for bits of sea glass on the beach, Sexton risks everything they own to buy the
house they both love. Along with millions of other Americans, he is blindsided by the stock
market crash and finds himself penniless. The only work he can find is in a nearby mill, where a
labor conflict is erupting into violence. Shaken by forces they scarcely understand, Honora and
Sexton try to build a marriage and a home while overwhelmed by passions of every kind.

Title – Crowned and Dangerous
Author – Rhys Bowen
Call Number – LPF BOWEN
Book Description As Lady Georgiana's beloved Darcy drives her out of London, she soon discovers that he isn’t
planning to introduce her to the pleasures of sinning in secret — as she had hoped — but to make
her his wife!
Of course, she'll need special permission from the king to marry a Roman Catholic. Though he
will inherit a title, Darcy is as broke as Georgie. Even his family’s Irish castle has been sold to a
rich American who now employs his father.
Nothing will deter them from their mission — except perhaps the news that Georgie's future
father-in-law has just been arrested for murdering the rich American. With the elopement
postponed, they head for Ireland, where the suspect insists he’s innocent, and it’s up to them to
prove it — for better or worse.

Title – This Was a Man
Author – Jeffrey Archer
Call Number – LPF ARCHER
Book Description This Was a Man opens with a shot being fired, but who pulled the trigger, and who lives and who
dies?
In Whitehall, Giles Barrington discovers the truth about his wife Karin from the Cabinet
Secretary. Is she a spy or a pawn in a larger game?

Harry Clifton sets out to write his magnum opus, while his wife Emma completes her ten years
as Chairman of the Bristol Royal Infirmary, and receives an unexpected call from Margaret
Thatcher offering her a job.
Sebastian Clifton becomes chairman of Farthings Kaufman bank, but only after Hakim Bishara
has to resign for personal reasons. Sebastian and Samantha’s talented daughter, Jessica, is
expelled from the Slade School of Fine Art, but her aunt Grace comes to her rescue.
Meanwhile, Lady Virginia is about to flee the country to avoid her creditors when the Duchess of
Hertford dies, and she sees another opportunity to clear her debts and finally trump the Cliftons
and Barringtons.
In a devastating twist, tragedy engulfs the Clifton family when one of them receives a shocking
diagnosis that will throw all their lives into turmoil.
This Was a Man is the captivating final installment of the Clifton Chronicles, a series of seven
novels that has topped the bestseller lists around the world, and enhanced Jeffrey Archer’s
reputation as a master storyteller.

Title – The Long Journey to Jake Palmer
Author – James Rubart
Call Number – LPF RUBART
Book Description Corporate trainer Jake Palmer coaches people to see deeper into themselves — yet he barely
knows himself anymore. Recently divorced and weary of the business life, Jake reluctantly
agrees to a lake-house vacation with friends, hoping to escape for ten days.
When he arrives, Jake hears the legend of Willow Lake — about a lost corridor that leads to a
place where one’s deepest longings will be fulfilled.
Jake scoffs at the idea, but can’t shake a sliver of hope that the corridor is real. And when he
meets a man who mutters cryptic speculations about the corridor, Jake is determined to find the
path, find himself, and fix his crumbling life.
But the journey will become more treacherous with each step Jake takes.

Title – A Baxter Family Christmas

Author – Karen Kingbury
Call Number – LPF KINGSBURY
Book Description Two years have passed since the terrible car accident that took the life of John Baxter’s daughter,
Erin, her husband and three of their four daughters. Prompted by grief, and missing his daughter,
John has invited a stranger for Christmas Eve dinner — Kendra Bryant, the transplant recipient
who now has Erin’s heart.
In light of their father’s idea, Ashley and her brother Luke don’t think it’s right. They want to
protect their ten-year-old niece, Amy — the only surviving member of the accident. But John is
determined and believes meeting this woman is something his deceased daughter would want.
At the same time, Maddie West, the eighteen-year-old daughter of Brooke Baxter West, is
praying for meaning this Christmas. Could she find it in a newfound friendship with a boy she
never expected to see again? Maddie believes in miracles, especially at Christmastime, but this is
a stretch even she can’t imagine.
Meanwhile, Kendra Bryant has been struggling these past few years to find purpose in the
tragedy that gave her a second chance. She believes the invitation to see the Baxters and witness
their unwavering faith in God can instill peace and happiness back into her life.
Heartwarming and touching, filled with love and redemption, A Baxter Family Christmas brings
together two families in the aftermath of loss and in the midst of an unfolding love story, all with
the help of one very special child.

Title – The Whistler
Author – John Grisham
Call Number – LPF GRISHAM
Book Description We expect our judges to be honest and wise. Their integrity and impartiality are the bedrock of
the entire judicial system. We trust them to ensure fair trials, to protect the rights of all litigants,
to punish those who do wrong, and to oversee the orderly and efficient flow of justice.
But what happens when a judge bends the law or takes a bribe? It’s rare, but it happens.
Lacy Stoltz is an investigator for the Florida Board on Judicial Conduct. She is a lawyer, not a
cop, and it is her job to respond to complaints dealing with judicial misconduct. After nine years
with the Board, she knows that most problems are caused by incompetence, not corruption.
But a corruption case eventually crosses her desk. A previously disbarred lawyer is back in
business with a new identity. He now goes by the name Greg Myers, and he claims to know of a
Florida judge who has stolen more money than all other crooked judges combined. And not just
crooked judges in Florida. All judges, from all states, and throughout U.S. history.
What’s the source of the ill-gotten gains? It seems the judge was secretly involved with the

construction of a large casino on Native American land. The Coast Mafia financed the casino and
is now helping itself to a sizable skim of each month’s cash. The judge is getting a cut and
looking the other way. It’s a sweet deal: Everyone is making money.
But now Greg wants to put a stop to it. His only client is a person who knows the truth and wants
to blow the whistle and collect millions under Florida law. Greg files a complaint with the Board
on Judicial Conduct, and the case is assigned to Lacy Stoltz, who immediately suspects that this
one could be dangerous.
Dangerous is one thing. Deadly is something else.

Title – Murder She Wrote: Hook, Line and Murder
Author – Jessica Fletcher
Call Number – LPF FLETCHER
Book Description Jessica enters a fly-fishing competition at a nearby lake. Joining her is the sheriff’s wife,
Maureen Metzger, who surprises Jess with her enthusiasm for the sport. Their guide, however, is
a surprise to both . . .
Brian Kinney is an ex-con. Jailed as an accomplice to Darryl Jepson, a convicted killer, Brian
was later exonerated, but not before spending seven years behind bars. He seems like a decent
enough fellow. Just a man trying to rebuild his life as a family man and fishing guide.
Yet when Jepson breaks out of prison vowing revenge, and the lawyer for both men is found
murdered, Cabot Cove becomes the focus of the nation as local, state, and federal authorities
descend on Jessica’s hometown. And to add to the tension, Maureen has gone missing. Is she lost
or is she a hostage? Jess soon finds herself caught in a netful of lies, deceit and ulterior motives.
In order to save her friend, she’ll need to find some answers by hook or by crook . . .

Title – Black Friday
Author – William W. Johnstone
Call Number – LPF JOHNSTONE
Book Description Black Friday. The American Way Mall is packed with holiday shoppers and bargain
seekers. Machine-gun fire rings out, and within minutes hundreds are dead and dying. Others are
taken hostage by an army of fanatical Middle Eastern terrorists ready to blast the American Way
Mall into a pile of rubble. But one man — Iraq War vet Tobey Lanning — refuses to go down
without a fight. Separated from his soon-to-be fiancée, Lanning finds himself on the frontlines of

a new war against terror. The FBI and the local police are helpless. The battle is going to be lost
or won inside the mall. With thousands of innocent lives at stake, Lanning assembles a makeshift
platoon of Black Friday shoppers. A teenage security guard. A retired Chicago cop. A school
teacher who’s never fired a gun. A young ex-con who has. A soccer mom. A priest. A
wheelchair-bound WWII vet . . .
These brave everyday Americans will stand up and meet the enemy face to face. Defend their
land, their values, their honor — and if necessary pay the ultimate price for freedom . . .

Title – Friday on My Mind
Author – Nicci French
Call Number – LPF FRENCH
Book Description A bloated corpse turns up in the Thames, throat slashed, and the only clue is a hospital wristband
reading Dr. F. Klein. Frieda is taken to see the body and realizes with horror that it is Sandy, her
ex-boyfriend. She’s certain that the killer is Dean Reeve — the man who has never stopped
haunting her. But the police think he has been dead for years, and Frieda is their number one
suspect. With few options, Frieda goes on the run to save herself and try to uncover the truth.

Title - Cakewalk
Author – Rita Mae Brown
Call Number – LPF BROWN
Book Description The night a riot breaks out at the Capitol Theater movie house — during a Mary Pickford
picture, no less — you can bet that the Hunsenmeir sisters, Louise and Julia, are nearby. Known
locally as Wheezie and Juts, the inimitable, irrepressible, distinctly freethinking sisters and their
delightful circle of friends are coming of age in a shifting world — and are determined to
understand their place in it. Across town, the well-to-do Chalfonte siblings are preparing for the
upcoming wedding of brother Curtis. But for youngest sister Celeste, the celebration brings
about a change she never expected and a lesson about love she’ll not soon forget.
Set against the backdrop of America emerging from World War I, Cakewalk is an outrageous
and affecting novel about a small town where ideas of sin and virtue, love and sex, men and
women, politics and religion, can be as divided as the Mason-Dixon Line that runs right through
it — and where there’s no problem that can’t be cured by a good yarn and an even better scotch.

With her signature Southern voice, Rita Mae Brown deftly weaves generations of family stories
into a spirited patchwork quilt of not-so-simple but joyously rich life.

Title – Night School
Author – Lee Child
Call Number – LPF CHILD
Book Description It’s 1996, and Reacher is still in the army. In the morning they give him a medal, and in the
afternoon they send him back to school. That night he’s off the grid. Out of sight, out of mind.
Two other men are in the classroom — an FBI agent and a CIA analyst. Each is a first-rate
operator, each is fresh off a big win, and each is wondering what the hell they are doing there.
Then they find out: A Jihadist sleeper cell in Hamburg, Germany, has received an unexpected
visitor — a Saudi courier, seeking safe haven while waiting to rendezvous with persons
unknown. A CIA asset, undercover inside the cell, has overheard the courier whisper a chilling
message: “The American wants a hundred million dollars.”
For what? And who from? Reacher and his two new friends are told to find the American.
Reacher recruits the best soldier he has ever worked with: Sergeant Frances Neagley. Their
mission heats up in more ways than one, while always keeping their eyes on the prize: If they
don’t get their man, the world will suffer an epic act of terrorism.
From Langley to Hamburg, Jalalabad to Kiev, Night School moves like a bullet through a
treacherous landscape of double crosses, faked identities, and new and terrible enemies, as
Reacher maneuvers inside the game and outside the law.

Title – Sentinels of Fire
Author – P. T. Deutermann
Call Number – LPF DEUTERMANN
Book Description P.T. Deutermann's World War II navy series began with the award-winning Pacific Glory,
followed by the brilliantly reviewed Ghosts of Bungo Suido. His new novel Sentinels of Fire tells
the tale of a lone destroyer, the USS Malloy, part of the Allied invasion forces attacking the
island of Okinawa and the Japanese home islands.
By the spring of 1945, the once mighty Japanese fleet has been virtually destroyed, leaving Japan
open to invasion. The Japanese react by dispatching hundreds of suicide bombers against the

Allied fleet surrounding Okinawa. By mid-May, the Allied fleet is losing a major ship a day to
murderous swarms of kamikazes streaming out of Formosa and southern Japan. The radar picket
line is the first defense and early warning against these hellish formations, but the Japanese direct
special attention to these lone destroyers stationed north and west of Okinawa.
One destroyer, the USS Malloy, faces an even more pressing issue when her Executive Officer
Connie Miles begins to realize that the ship's much-admired Captain Pudge Tallmadge is losing
his mind under the relentless pressure of the attacks. Set against the blazing gun battles created
by the last desperate offensive of the Japanese, Executive Officer Miles and the ship's officers
grapple with the consequences of losing their skipper's guidance ― and perhaps the ship itself
and everyone on board.
Vividly authentic, historically accurate, and emotionally compelling, Sentinels of Fire is military
adventure at its best, by an author whose career as a Navy captain informs every page.

Title – Lucky Shot
Author – B. J. Daniels
Call Number – LPF DANIELS
Book Description He's determined to uncover the truth behind a decades-old disappearance — even if it kills him
When hotshot reporter Max Malone gets a rare shot of Buckmaster Hamilton with a blonde
woman near Beartooth, Montana, he chases down one of the senator's daughters to verify that the
woman is his supposedly long-dead first wife. But Kat Hamilton won't give him the time of day,
let alone any information about her mother.
With his tousled blond hair, sexy stubble and an old straw cowboy hat topping off his long, lean
frame, Kat can just tell Max isn't used to female sources denying him anything. But when her
own life is put in jeopardy, it's Max who comes to her rescue. Seems someone is prepared to kill
to keep the past in the past. Kat can't deny she needs Max to find out what happened to her
mother, but will getting closer and closer to each other lead them to the truth . . . or to danger?

Title – The Wrong Side of Goodbye
Author – Michael Connelly
Call Number – LPF CONNELLY

Book Description Harry Bosch is California's newest private investigator. He doesn't advertise, he doesn't have an
office, and he's picky about who he works for, but it doesn't matter. His chops from thirty years
with the LAPD speak for themselves.

Soon one of Southern California's biggest moguls comes calling. The reclusive billionaire is
nearing the end of his life and is haunted by one regret. When he was young, he had a
relationship with a Mexican girl, his great love. But soon after becoming pregnant, she
disappeared. Did she have the baby? And if so, what happened to it?
Desperate to know whether he has an heir, the dying magnate hires Bosch, the only person he
can trust. With such a vast fortune at stake, Harry realizes that his mission could be risky not
only for himself but for the one he's seeking. But as he begins to uncover the haunting story -and finds uncanny links to his own past -- he knows he cannot rest until he finds the truth.
At the same time, unable to leave cop work behind completely, he volunteers as an investigator
for a tiny cash-strapped police department and finds himself tracking a serial rapist who is one of
the most baffling and dangerous foes he has ever faced.

Title – Cross the Line
Author – James Patterson
Call Number – LPF PATTERSON
Book Description After shots pierce the tranquil nighttime calm of Rock Creek Park, a man is dead: what looks at
first like road rage might be something much more sinister. But Alex has only just begun asking
questions when he's called across town to investigate a new murder, one that hits close to home:
Washington's own chief of detectives. And Alex's former boss, beloved mentor of Alex's wife,
Bree.

Now there's a killer on the loose, a long list of possible suspects, a city in panic, and nobody in
charge of the besieged police force.
Until Bree gets tapped for the job.
As Bree scrambles to find her footing and close two high-profile cases, new violence stuns the
capital. What should be a time for her to rely on Alex for support and cooperation is instead a
moment of crisis in their marriage as well as their city when their investigative instincts clash
and their relationship reaches a breaking point.

And the fiendish mind behind all the violence has appointed himself judge, jury, and

executioner, with a terrifying master plan he's only begun to put in motion. To beat him at his
own game, Alex and Bree must take the law back into their own hands before he puts them both
out of commission . . . permanently.

Title – No Man’s Land
Author – David Baldacci
Call Number – LPF BALDACCI
Book Description Two men. Thirty years.
John Puller's mother, Jackie, vanished thirty years ago from Fort Monroe, Virginia, when Puller
was just a boy. Paul Rogers has been in prison for ten years. But twenty years before that, he was
at Fort Monroe. One night three decades ago, Puller's and Rogers' worlds collided with
devastating results, and the truth has been buried ever since.
Until now.
Military investigators, armed with a letter from a friend of Jackie's, arrive in the hospital room of
Puller's father -- a legendary three-star now sinking into dementia -- and reveal that Puller Sr. has
been accused of murdering Jackie.
Aided by his brother Robert Puller, an Air Force major, and Veronica Knox, who works for a
shadowy U.S. intelligence organization, Puller begins a journey that will take him into his own
past, to find the truth about his mother.
Paul Rogers' time is running out. With the clock ticking, he begins his own journey, one that will
take him across the country to the place where all his troubles began: a mysterious building on
the grounds of Fort Monroe. There, thirty years ago, the man Rogers had once been vanished too,
and was replaced with a monster. And now the monster wants revenge. And the only person
standing in his way is John Puller.

